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Biotechnical Faculty / ANIMAL PRODUCTION / RURAL SOCIOLOGY

Course: RURAL SOCIOLOGY

Course ID Course status Semester ECTS credits Lessons (Lessons+Exer
cises+Laboratory)

2866 Mandatory 1 3 2+0+0

Programs ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Prerequisites no

Aims The aim of the course is to acquaint students with the specifics of life in a rural environment, norms
and patterns of behavior, the impact of industrialization and globalization on the current position of
the village.

Learning outcomes defines the term sociology of villages; describes research methods in sociology of villages; applying
the research method surveys; analyzes survey results; assesses social reality and the position of
agriculture in it; summarizes social phenomena and their influence on the development of rural areas

Lecturer / Teaching
assistant

Prof.dr Aleksandra Despotović

Methodology Lectures, debates, consultations. Preparation of an essay on a given topic from the field of subject
content.

Plan and program of
work

Preparing week Preparation and registration of the semester

I week lectures The subject and importance of rural sociology, its origin, development and relationship with other
sciences

I week exercises -

II week lectures Method of rural sociology, basic theoretical method. Approaches in rural sociology. Concept and social
elements structures

II week exercises  -

III week lectures Concept, types and main characteristics of social groups. Elements of rural society. Agreement on a
topic for Essays

III week exercises -

IV week lectures Rural relations. Global development processes as agents of changes in the agrarian and rural
structure. Essay i debate

IV week exercises -

V week lectures Rural family. Agriculture as the basis of the economy. Village ecology. Environmental behavior and
awareness in countryside and agriculture. Socio-ecological morality.

V week exercises -

VI week lectures Socio-ecological seas

VI week exercises -

VII week lectures Colloquium 1

VII week exercises -

VIII week lectures Patterns of behavior and thinking. Traditional features of Montenegrin society. Family farm. Rural
settlements

VIII week exercises -

IX week lectures Rural population. The relationship between global and rural society. Rural changes and processes.
Agreement on the topic for Essay

IX week exercises -

X week lectures Basic characteristics of the Montenegrin village. Changes in the social and economic structure of the
population Montenegrin village. Demographic changes in the Montenegrin countryside. Essay and
debate

X week exercises -

XI week lectures Village culture between tradition and innovation. Tendencies of property structure changes in
Montenegro
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XI week exercises -

XII week lectures Production and economic character of Montenegrin farms. The impact of agricultural industrialization
on changes in the way of life in the village

XII week exercises -

XIII week lectures Classification of rural areas; Colloquium 2;

XIII week exercises -

XIV week lectures Basic characteristics of a rural family. Montenegrin village family between traditional and modern

XIV week exercises -

XV week lectures Position of women in the countryside. The future of the village and agriculture

XV week exercises -

Student workload

Per week Per semester

3 credits x 40/30=4 hours and 0 minuts 
2 sat(a) theoretical classes
0 sat(a) practical classes
0 excercises
2 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
of independent work, including consultations

Classes and final exam:
4 hour(s) i 0 minuts x 16 =64 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
Necessary preparation before the beginning of the semester
(administration, registration, certification):
 4 hour(s) i 0 minuts x 2 =8 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
Total workload for the subject:
3 x 30=90 hour(s)
Additional work for exam preparation in the preparing exam period,
including taking the remedial exam from 0 to 30 hours (remaining time from
the first two items to the total load for the item)
18 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
Workload structure: 64 hour(s) i 0 minuts (cources), 8 hour(s) i 0
minuts (preparation), 18 hour(s) i 0 minuts (additional work)

Student obligations Students are obliged to attend classes and complete assigned tasks

Consultations after the lecture

Literature Mitrović, M.: Sociology of villages, Sociological Society of Serbia, Belgrade,
1998. Jelić Sreten: Hrestomatija, Belgrade, 2008. Vujošević, Novo 1990:: u
to the village family of old Montenegro, Belgrade - Nikšić, ; Ashley, D.
Orenstein, D. 2004: Sociological theory, Boston, Mitrović, Lj. 2013:
Sociological essays: contributions to the sociology of contemporary social
changes and geocultural identity, Niš

Examination methods points, Second colloquium (0-20) points; 2 Essays – (total 5 points) Final
exam (0-50 points) A passing grade is obtained if the cumulative total is at
least 50 points Rating. number of points: A (≥ 90 to 100 points); B (≥ 80 to
< 90); C (≥ 70 to < 80); D (≥ 60 to < 70); E (≥ 50 to < 60); F < of 50

Special remarks If the student decides to do a remedial colloquium or a remedial final exam,
as the final number of points for the final grade, the points with corrective

Comment -

Grade: F E D C B A

Number
of points

less than 50
points

greater than or
equal to 50 points
and less than 60
points

greater than or
equal to 60 points
and less than 70
points

greater than or
equal to 70 points
and less than 80
points

greater than or
equal to 80 points
and less than 90
points

greater than or
equal to 90 points
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